2. I use only the highest quality, DIGITAL music files.**
a. This prevents skipping from dirty CD’s / CD Players and from
someone accidentally “bumping” the player as well.
b. Computerized music allows for fast indexing and searching. No searching through
thousands of CD’s just to find 1 song,
c. Have wireless internet at your location? My
system allows me to access the internet to
help find details on those really tough songs,
and I can also access my download services to
purchase those newly requested songs on the
spot!***
d. imagine having to carry 6,500+ CD’s to your event. That’s
about how many I would have to carry to match my ENTIRE Digital
Library of DJ (35,000+) and Karaoke (61,000+) songs!
3. You have the Strength of a network of entertainers. If, for some
reason, an emergency should occur on my end, I have a network of
fellow DJ’s that I trust to call upon for coverage. Giving you piece of
mind that your show is covered.****
4. I am experienced with many types of
special events!
a. Karaoke Contests
b. Guitar Hero events
c. Drawings and give a way’s
d. Theme nights and many more!
5. I’ve grown up singing, and would be happy to perform for or with
you! I have a wide selection of songs I am able to perform. Having a
host that can sing helps to promote the Karaoke in your establishment and get others involved!
6. I am fair. I don’t play favorites, and I do my best to make sure
everyone has a chance to sing and enjoy the experience!
7. I encourage new singers as well as seasoned performers to have a GREAT time! If someone is too shy,
I find them a partner to break that stage fright! If
you have the next American Idol, I let them do their
thing! The bottom line is FUN!

Guitar Hero has become a world
wide phenomenon! So many people are
closet rock stars and Guitar Hero is a perfect way
for them to become involved even if they won’t sing in public!
Imagine the sound of screaming guitars and rocking songs blaring
from a professional sound system and there your guests are, front
and center rocking out, playing guitar! They’ll be banging heads and
lovin’ every minute of it! You can use Guitar Hero to enhance a
show, or go at it full blown and set up contests! How will you unleash
that inner rock star?
* Latest technology at the time it was purchased. **Digital Music Files are far more reliable than standard CD’s but nothing is
100% guaranteed not to have problems. We take every precaution to ensure a quality recording is used, unfortunately some
troubled songs slip through.*** Download service not always available depending on the configuration of your network / ISP, as
well as song availability thru our service is not something we can control. **** We do everything possible within our network of
entertainers to ensure event coverage, however, we reserve the right to make adjustments as needed for scheduling conflicts,
not limited to additional shows, emergency situations and other situations beyond our control.

WHAT MY CUSTOMERS SAY!

At Maveric Music, I take pride in my shows
and your customers see it!

I focus on key elements of a GREAT DJ/Karaoke Show.
- Fairness in rotation
- Updated Digital Music Library
- High Quality, Professional Sound and Lighting Equipment
- Entertainment for the ENTIRE audience.
Here is what some friends from my previous shows have to say about
Maveric Music!

Hey Bruce!
Kati and I have enjoyed attending your karaoke gigs for the past
three years now. There are a lot of choices when it comes to bars
that offer karaoke, but there are a myriad of reasons Kati and I
come to your shoes, regardless of where you are at. As you know
we've driven from Hastings to Elko, to Farmington, and beyond to
hang with you and the crowd.
* You have great sounding gear, and one of the very best song selections in Minnesota / Western Wisconsin!
* Your rotations are fair; you don't play favorites ensuring everyone
has a chance to get up and have fun!
* You respectfully make people obey the rules, while having a
GREAT time in the process
* I know I am going to see other mutual friends and singing acquaintances who also specifically come for all of the above reasons.
Any bar is lucky to have you perform. It brings them money. I'll
generally spend about $60-$100.00 for just Kati and myself for food
and drinks on a karaoke night. A lot more if I've made bonus and
start buying people drinks! So keep up the good work and keep us
informed where each new gig is at!
-Rob Nicholson

I have known Bruce for about 4 years. He is a great guy and loves to
have fun. I have been to his karaoke/DJ shows numerous times and
have had a great time every time. He is energetic and witty. He is
very fair in karaoke rotation and has a great selection in music. Not
to mention he can sing well and is pleasant to listen to. I recommend
checking out one of Bruce’s shows. You’ll have a great time too!
-Tanya Schmidt

My name is Michelle Delgado and I have been a professional DJ for
almost 4 years, with my Associate’s in Broadcasting. I have also been
a karaoke junkie for about 6 years. I have been to many Karaoke
bars and met many KJ’s in my time and I have to say that Bruce
Karnick is an awesome KJ. I remember when I first met Bruce and he
was doing a show at the Black Stallion in Hampton, MN. He was so
great. His music selection was fabulous and he could even record us
singing to play back later. I was so very impressed by that. The
crowd seemed to totally love the show as well. He is always very fair
in his rotations, which is key to a successful karaoke show. We did a
duet not too long ago and he really helped me sound incredible. I
can’t wait to do that song again. In conclusion, I feel that Bruce
would be a wonderful addition to any bar and their karaoke needs.
If you have any further questions, you may contact me at 651-XXXXXXX. Thank you for your time.
-Michelle Delgado

Professional Disc-Jockey and Karaoke Service

I LOVE what I do!

1. My system uses the latest technology* of the highest quality.
I use professional DJ audio equipment and high quality lighting to
give you an OUTSTANDING and RELIABLE show.

PRICE LIST

Welcome to Maveric Music! I appreciate the opportunity to earn your business. I have OVER FIFTEEN YEARS
EXPERIENCE entertaining crowds of all sizes for all sorts of occasions. I’ve entertained crowds of twenty up to thousands, for
weddings, private parties, theme nights, karaoke contests, holiday parties, weekly bar shows, outdoor events and
fundraisers! What ever kind of event you need a DJ for, Maveric Music, is the answer!
I TAKE PRIDE in making EVERY show the MOST FUN and ENTERAINING show it can be!
My music selection is always expanding! I have many genres of music available, with 35,000+ DJ songs and 61,000+
Karaoke songs to choose from the hardest part is fitting all the favorites in!
About the Owner, Bruce Karnick:
I started entertaining even in High School, but it wasn’t till the summer of 1992 that I was a
founding partner in SonicWaves DJ Services. After 2 years of success, my partner had to move
out of state. Unfortunately, that was the end of SonicWaves, but the story doesn’t end there. I
was fortunate enough to have many friends and family members that had their own
weddings and wanted me to continue what I started with SonicWaves!
I joined Absolute Power Entertainment in 2005 first helping with the marketing and legal
materials and providing technical advice and
eventually rejoined the working side as an “official” DJ where I was able to work
with, entertain and meet many great people. I love to sing and entertain, music has
been a passion in my life. I like to tell friends of mine, “DJ’ing is the most fun a person
can have for job! (if you can even call it that) I get to be my goofy self, play great
music, meet awesome people, participate in some very special occasions and sing!”
They always laugh, but understand when they see one of my shows.

My prices are set with you in mind! I
know that your weekday’s are slower
than your weekends. So are mine. You
can save some cash and grow your
business by booking me on slower
nights! Want that extra something
special? Look at contests or video
projection for karaoke or Guitar Hero!
WEEKNIGHTS
(Sunday through Thursday)

DJ Only

$175

DJ and Karaoke

$225

WEEKENDS
(Friday, Saturday)

DJ Only

$200

DJ and Karaoke

$250

Holidays
(Ask for a complete list of holidays)

DJ Only

$300

DJ and Karaoke

$350

SPECIAL EVENTS
(Add to above Costs)

About the shows:
I keep the entertainment going with DJ music between singers. This helps keep an
upbeat environment, gives people time to dance, helps people loosen up and spaces
out the time between singers. There are many advantages to this. Many karaoke
singers only “sing” a few songs, so when they “run out” of songs to sing, they
often leave. As popular as karaoke is, you still have those people that don’t
care for it, so when you play the songs they love by the original artist, they
get their “own time” to have fun. It can also give ideas of songs to sing. The
biggest benefit is simply the endless stream of music. When the music is
always going, statistics show that people are happier, more relaxed and
tend to drink more and stay longer at your bar, INCREASING YOUR
PROFITS!
I definitely want to thank you for the opportunity to show you what I can
do! DJ’s can have such a positive impact on the bar they are performing at
and nothing can replace experience, knowledge and personal pride to
make your location THE SPOT TO BE!

Guitar Hero

$25

Karaoke / G.H. Contests

$50

Projector Use

$50

Projector and Screen

$75

Bruce Karnick - Owner
1908 Pine St., Hastings, MN 55033
PHONE: 651-398-2495
MYSPACE.COM/MAVERICMUSICMN
E-MAIL:BKARNICK@EARTHLINK.NET

